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01

one



BE DIRECT

Algorithms are the nuts and 
bolts of the future

BE EMOTIONAL

The digital world is becoming 
more important yet not 
everyone have the same access 
or resources to operate it. 

INSIGHT_ONE

HEADER:

DIGITAL COSMOS AS A COMMON

The digital is a global 
first language, that 
everyone should have the 
right to speak.



INSIGHT_ONE

QUESTION 01:

What is the role of 
the people in the 
digital cosmos?

QUESTION 02:

Can we change 
society through its 
digital foundation?

QUESTION 03:

How might the moral 
aspect keep the pace 
of the digital 
evolution?

QUESTION 04:

How do we make sure 
to include the ones 
who don’t have 
access?

QUESTION 05:

How do we make sure 
we’re not making the 
same societal 
mistakes in terms of 
inclusiveness in the 
digital world as in 
the analog world? 



IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PIONEERSINSIGHT ONE DESCRIPTION

Algorithms are the nuts and bolts of the future, 
we live in an era where science fiction is 
becoming science fact and recent advances in 
technologies blur the lines between analog and 
digital. We have digital incorporated in our 
society on all levels. From the way we educate 
children in school, the way treat people at 
hospitals and to the changing behaviour of how 
we communicate.

Where access and knowledge of the digital can 
create integration instead of segregation, all 
individuals would benefit of having the 
necessary knowledge and access to the digital 
domain. 

It is not about the technical skill set we can 
obtain itself, it’s about the democratization in 
society when shifting from ownership to access. 

The importance of access when operating in the 
landscape of digital darwinism will be the way 
to thrive. 

SKILLS:

CHALLENGES:

+ Create access and knowledge to 

everyone

+ Educate and reach the one who needs 

it’s most i.e harder to find

+ Fast change in new technologies

SKILLS:

+ Pedagogical skills  

+ Tolerant and inclusive

+ Engaging the audience

POTENTIAL:

+ decreasing inequality 

+ have a global language that is the 

same world wide

+ shifting from ownership 
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two



BE DIRECT

Skills, network, team and 
culture are all important 
features when building a 
fertile ground for solving 
complex challenges.  

BE EMOTIONAL

An adaptive and growth 
mindset is the nutrient when 
building fertile ground. 

INSIGHT_TWO

HEADER:

BUILDING FERTILE GROUND



QUESTION 01:

How could we build a 
better future 
through its digital 
foundation?  

QUESTION 02:

How could we connect 
and support the 
balance between 
vision and practise?

QUESTION 03:

What is the best way 
to support mixed 
ideas within a 
community? 

QUESTION 04:

How do make sure we 
are not treating the 
symptom rather
thancore of the 
problem? 

QUESTION 05:

How do you create 
access and knowledge 
for everyone?

INSIGHT_TWO



IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PIONEERSINSIGHT TWO DESCRIPTION

Skills, network, team and culture are all 
important features when building fertile ground. 

In order to cultivate fertile ground that is 
fostering persisting and rewarding ideas it is 
critical to have a climate that supports the 
whole ecosystem. 

it is important to create a culture that 
supports change and encourages people to co-
create. In co-creation people need to have an 
adaptive mindset which means to see 
possibilities rather than obstacles. A culture 
like that needs a safe environment where you can 
build on others ideas, test them out and iterate 
together. A collective, diverse mindset 
represents different perspectives that is able 
to tackle more problems in a creative way.

Digital darwinism speaks to how we should be 
able to adapt in an era where the digital is 
changing rapidly. It will not be as important to 
perfectionise a certain skill but rather have 
the ability to adjust and adapt in an ever 
changing digital landscape. 

SKILLS:

CHALLENGES:

+ Treating not only the symptoms 

+ Focusing not only on the details 

+ Lacking diversity

SKILLS:

+ Growth mindset / Education about it

+ Collaboration and co-create

+ The social innovator missionary

POTENTIAL:

+ Disrupting the social construct

+ Great innovation that last 

+ Culture supporting change
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BE DIRECT

Instead of a top-down or 
bottom-up society model we 
need to put emphasis upon 
society as an extension of 
its individuals and ideas.

BE EMOTIONAL

Changing the system from 
within. Combine the energy 
of the people with the power 
of the state. 

INSIGHT_THREE

HEADER:

CHANGING FROM THE MIDDLE OUTWARDS



INSIGHT_THREE

QUESTION 01:

How could you drive 
change from within a 
system that last?

QUESTION 02:

How can we organise 
an entire society? 

QUESTION 03:

How can we support 
the vision? 

QUESTION 04:

Is the social 
entrepreneur also a 
political agent and 
is thee aware of its 
political role?

QUESTION 05:

How can we support 
the shift in a best 
practise? 



IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PIONEERSINSIGHT THREE DESCRIPTION

The digital society creates opportunities to 
influence and establishes a new social 
hierarchy. By challenging the top-down approach 
where the individual is a product of the 
society. We can, by using already existing 
technology, distribute the market more evenly by 
changing it from within.  

We need to design an inclusive technological and 
economic infrastructure that can generate wealth 
- both social and economical. By shifting from 
the scenario where the biggest companies like 
Google and Uber decide how to distribute wealth 
to a scenario where we all share.

By compiling all the Sustainable Development 
Goals and looking at them as a common goal for 
securing planetary integrity and inclusiveness  
in the  society. By realising that we are all 
here together for the same cause we can change 
the world together.   

SKILLS:

CHALLENGES:

+ Changing the attitude towards an 

inclusive one 

+ Challenging the system from within

+ Handling the friction the change 

inquires. 

SKILLS:

+ Value based mindset

+ Putting yourself in a bigger 

perspective 

POTENTIAL:

+ Changing the infrastructure 







SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE REGION
Digital darwinism is the emergence of a social order where new
forms of capital decide who can influence the world.

In the land of Yesterday, the power of influence was mostly
determined by formal political power, accumulated capital or
support from resourceful organisations.

In Tomorrow’s Land, a random viral video and social media
followers are added to this list making the influence landscape
more volatile and accessible. A new video shared by a top
youtuber or a single well-formulated tweet can move policies,
money or masses - and anyone can do it.

But anyone is not everyone. The new social structure does not
equal an egalitarian utopia it merely redistributes influence
to people who are able to successfully manage this new, digital
capital. One of our neighbours might dominate next week’s
political debate with a video getting 1 million views on
Youtube while another might be a low paid clickworker on Amazon
Mechanical Turk.

Digital Darwinism is the emergence of a new order of influence
and skills in the digital world – it is a power structure where
digital natives live next to digital immigrants and SoMe
influencers work side by side with Clickworkers.

THE REGION OF:

DIGITAL DARWINISM 

Adaptiveness towards digital

Embracing the digital



A: REGION AMBASSADOR
Hilde Latour organizes hackathons in India for creating tech
solutions to social problems, yet she is also involved in
spreading the idea of basic income and have a wide perspective
on the underlying issues we are faced with.

C: FUTURE PRACTICE
The idea of changing society through one line of code is a good
future oriented practice. The mapping of society’s underlying
structures and identification of leverage point in eg. the
digital programming provides a potentially powerful tool for
change makers.

B: CASE EXAMPLE
David Middlebeck’s work with Techlab is a great example of
merging and educating different skills, cultures and personas
to deal with digital darwinism. The lab exemplifies both
insight one and two.


